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Learn to use CCNA commands with examples & diagrams like a Pro
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Synopsis
This is a compact book covering all important CCNA exam commands. All necessary steps have been taken to keep the contents of this book precise and concise so as you can revise your CCNA exam commands within a couple of hours of study. Besides, you can use this book to get a comprehensive glimpse on the CCNA commands and their applications, giving you a clear understanding of when and where to use these commands in routers and switches. CCNA candidates will love this book because all the commands have been presented with configuration examples and diagram. Benefits of this book: 1. All necessary CCNA commands. 2. Configuration examples for routing and switching. 3. Complex configuration such as NAT, PAT, ACL, VLAN, trunking and routing have been explained with diagrams and configuration examples. 4. Short notes and explanation for important commands. 5. Command customization technique that helps to troubleshoot real life networks.
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Customer Reviews
A well thought out book on CCNA commands. I am planning to take CCNA, and was looking for a
book that explains practical use of CCNA commands. After reading this book, I have developed clear concepts on using complex CCNA commands such as routing, NAT, ACL, VLAN and WAN. The author has done a impressive job explaining complex topics with simple illustrations and configuration examples.

I wanted to develop clear understanding of the application of networking concepts in Cisco routers and switches. This book offers a useful list of CCNA commands along with configuration examples that helped me to broaden my knowledge in CCNA commands, and it also helped me to learn command customization that helps troubleshooting networking problems.

Great, the examples are great. I used them on packet tracer and it was great. I was struggling with routing and acl and this book gives me a lot of hands on examples

I found the explanations of some of the ospf and nat yranslation information beer than the actual cisco program (netacad)
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